We equip your Test field off.

With test actuators for high accelerations and smallest amplitudes from the manufacturer Herbert Hänoch GmbH & Co. KG from Germany.

Massive test actuators (series 320) for highly dynamic applications with unlimited frequency and very high side loads:
+ Hydrostatic design with throttle gap or Servoseal® on piston
+ Throttle gap design complete or with Servoseal® on piston
+ NEW in complete Servoseal® design

Sleek servo actuator (series 300) for dynamic applications up to approx. 25 Hz, low side loads and long strokes up to 1,500 mm:
+ Throttle gap design complete or with Servoseal® on piston
+ NEW in complete Servoseal® design

The Servoseal® for sealing on the piston or on the piston rod drastically reduces the functional oil flow or leakage. It occurs hardly any friction and it also enables the use of a smaller control valve.
Aston Martin enters new territory as it undertakes testing of its first SUV – the DBX

BMW X7
How the performance requirements of the SUV impacted vehicle testing

Rolls-Royce Cullinan
Development of the new off-roader forced engineers out of their comfort zone

Inside Rivian
An exclusive look at the startup’s rugged electric truck

Byton exclusive
ATTI speaks to the experts bringing the Chinese OEM’s connected vehicles to life

Crash test dummies
Will the rise of autonomous driving render physical dummies obsolete?
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YOUR FREE EXHIBITION ENTRY TICKET FOR AUTOMOTIVE TESTING EXPO IS INSIDE